Heuristic algorithms are considered to be effective approaches for super-resolution DOA estimations such as Deterministic Maximum Likelihood (DML), Stochastic Maximum Likelihood (SML), and Weighted Subspace Fitting (WSF) which are involved in nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization. Traditional heuristic algorithms usually need a large number of particles and iteration times. As a result, the computational complexity is still a bit high, which prevents the application of these superresolution techniques in real systems. To reduce the computational complexity of heuristic algorithms for these super-resolution techniques of DOA, this paper proposes three general improvements of heuristic algorithms, i.e., the optimization of the initialization space, the optimization of evolutionary strategies, and the usage of parallel computing techniques. Simulation results show that the computational complexity can be greatly reduced while these improvements are used.
Introduction
e estimation of directions-of-arrival (DOA) is a basic and central issue in sensor array signal processing, and it can be applied in many fields such as radar, sonar, communications, and so on. According to the DOA estimation problem, although now more and more attention is attracted by some specific cases for special signals, noises, and application scenarios [1] [2] [3] , the basic model of DOA is still the far-field narrow-band DOA estimation which is the issue to be dealt with in this context.
For far-field narrow-band signal DOA estimation, there are two processes in general. e first step is to get the criteria of DOA estimation according to different algorithms from observed data. So far, a set of algorithms have been proposed, such as Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) [4] , Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [5, 6] , Maximum Likelihood (ML, including Deterministic ML (DML) [7] and Stochastic ML (SML) [8, 9] ), compressed sensing [10, 11] , and Weighted Subspace Fitting (WSF) [12] . Among these algorithms, it is well known that ML and WSF have the highest accuracy of DOA estimation [13] [14] [15] . However, it is also well demonstrated that the computational complexity of them is also the highest because the criteria of them are nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization [13] [14] [15] [16] . e second step is how to get the DOAs from the criteria, i.e., the estimation process. Among the algorithms mentioned above, except for ESPRIT, the other algorithms are involved in optimization problems. MUSIC involves onedimensional optimization, and ML (DML, SML) and WSF involve nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization. Unlike the one-dimensional optimization, the computational complexity of the estimation of nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization is usually extremely high.
at is also the reason why DML, SML, and WSF could not be applied in real systems [17, 18] in spite of their excellent performance in accuracy. is paper attempts to reduce the computational complexity of the estimation of these algorithms so that they can potentially be applied in practical systems.
To promote the nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization, usually there are two categories of solving algorithms. e first type is Neural Networks [19] . Usually, this kind of algorithm needs a large number of training samples. e second type is heuristic algorithms for simulating biological behaviors in nature such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [20] , Ant Colony Algorithm [21] , and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [16, 22, 23] . ese algorithms are all population-based iterative techniques. To avoid falling into local optimum, these algorithms usually need a large number of particles which are randomly initiated in the whole solution space. In the convergence process of these particles, a large number of iterations are also needed. As a result, the computational complexity of these algorithms is still a bit high.
is paper is trying to reduce the computational complexity of heuristic algorithms for the estimation of DML, SML, and WSF which involve nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization.
To reduce the computational complexity of heuristic algorithms for DOA estimation, this paper proposes three improvements. e first improvement is to optimize the initialization space. Traditional algorithms usually randomly initiate a large number of particles in the whole solution space, which is to ensure the diversity of the population. However, these randomly initiated particles are too scattered and far from the optimum. en, a large number of iteration times are also needed. As a result, the computational complexity is high. is paper proposes a two-stage optimization strategy. In the first step, find an initial value which is near around the optimum through a low computational complexity algorithm, such as ESPRIT.
en, an optimized initialization space can be constructed around it. Since the initialization space is just around the optimum, less particles and iteration times are needed. Simulation results show that this improvement can greatly reduce the number of initial particles and iteration times. As a result, computational complexity can be reduced. e second improvement is to optimize the evolutionary strategy. Generally, one algorithm has only one evolutionary strategy. For example, the main characteristics of the genetic algorithm are heredity, crossover, and mutation. e evolutionary strategy determines the process of convergence of all the particles. Simple evolutionary strategy usually causes a long converge process. In this paper, we propose to fuse the evolutionary strategies of both GA and PSO so that the updating of the particles is affected not only by heredity, crossover, and mutation but also by local and global optimum in the evolutionary process. Simulation results show that this improvement can reduce the number of iteration times. As a result, the computational complexity can be reduced. e third improvement is the usage of Parallel Computing techniques. Obviously, the iterative process satisfies the condition that Single Program uses Multiple Data (SPMD), so it can be applied to parallel computing. To be honest, this improvement is not a theoretical innovation, but it is very effective in practical calculation.
Note that these improvements of heuristic algorithms are general and independent to each other, and they can be applied to DML, SML, or WSF estimation of DOA alone or together. In this paper, we apply them to the SML estimation of DOA as an example. Simulation results show that these improvements can greatly reduce the computational complexity compared to the original algorithms. e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the problem of DOA and the formulation of the SML algorithm. In Section 3, we show the improvements of heuristic algorithm. Simulation results are shown in Section 4, and conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
System Model and Problem Formulations
e basic model of far-field narrow-band DOA estimation is depicted as shown in Figure 1 . Suppose that there is an array with m sensors. All the sensors are not coupled and are omnidirectional. Also, there are n narrow-band sources far from the array. All the sources with a known frequency impinge on the array from distinct directions θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n , n < m, with respect to a reference point, respectively. Note that the array configuration can be arbitrary, in the real system, though it is usually set to be a specific array configuration such as a uniform linear array or a uniform circle array. e sources can be coherent [8, 12] which happens, for example, in multipath propagations.
Problem Formulation of DOA.
Using the basic model depicted above, the p-dimensional output vector received by the array is
where x(t) is the signal vector, y(t) is the noise vector, and A(Θ) is the steering vector in which Θ � θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n . e superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix. a i (θ) is the amplitude response of the i-th sensor to a wave front impinging from the direction θ. τ i (θ) is the propagation delay between the i-th sensor and the reference point. en, take N snapshots of the observed data:
e DOA estimation is to get
for given observed data Z.
SML Algorithm.
e SML criterion is shown as follows. For more detailed derivation, one should refer [8, 9] .
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In the above, () H denotes the complex conjugate transpose. R is the sample covariance matrix of the observed data Z. T S (Θ) is an m × n matrix composed of an orthonormal system of the signal subspace spanned by A(Θ). T N (Θ) is an m × (m − n) matrix composed of an orthonormal system of the noise subspace. Θ S is the estimated vector of directions of signals. To get Θ S , it involves a multidimensional nonlinear optimization problem as shown in formula (4) which is the SML criteria.
General Improvements of Heuristic Algorithms
Heuristic algorithms simulating biological behaviors in nature such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [20] , Ant Colony Algorithm [21] , and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [22, 23] are considered to be e ective approaches for multi-dimensional nonlinear optimization problems. ese algorithms are all population-based iterative techniques. To further understand the characteristics of heuristic algorithms, we take the PSO algorithm for SML estimation as an example. e core idea of the PSO algorithm is that in the updating process, each particle is a ected by both the local best position found by itself and the global best position found by the swarm until the optimum solution is found. It can be applied to SML estimation as follows:
(1) Randomly initiate a number of particles in the whole solution space. e solution space is a set of all possible directions of n signals. For example, for a uniform linear array, possible incident angles range from − 90 degree to 90 degree for each signal. erefore, the solution space is huge especially when the signal number n is large. To ensure the diversity and nd the unique solution of SML e ectively in the huge solution space, the population size is usually set to be relatively large, possibly 30 or more. (2) Each particle uses the local best position found by itself and the global best position found by the swarm for updating. e smaller it makes the value of formula (5), the better its position.
(3) Continue in step 2 until all the particles do not move or the maximum iteration number is attained.
To quantitatively understand the computational complexity, we did simulation for the PSO algorithm for SML with comparison to MUSIC and ESPRITas shown in Table 1 .
e scenario is that m 4, n 2, N 100, and SNR 0 dB, and all the signals are independent. e Monte Carlo is 100 times.
From Table 1 , it is obvious that the computational complexity of ESPRIT is the smallest because it can calculate the directions explicitly [4] . e computational complexity International Journal of Antennas and Propagation of MUSIC is also acceptable because it just involves in onedimensional optimization [5] . e computational complexity of the estimation of PSO for SML is the highest because it is a multi-dimensional nonlinear optimization problem.
To get the solution of SML while using the PSO algorithm, 30 particles take 128 iteration times, i.e., calculating the criteria L S (Θ) in formula (5) 128 * 30 � 3840 times. To evaluate L S (Θ), for a given particle whose position is a vector of directions, for example Θ � θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n , the evaluation process is as follows. (1) Evaluate steering vector A(Θ);
(2) evaluate the observation data Z and the sample covariance matrix of the observed data R; (3) evaluate T S (Θ) , T N (Θ), and R S , R N according to formulas (6) and (7); and (4) evaluate L S (Θ). It is clear that to get L S (Θ), a set of matrix operations are needed. Since there are too many particles and a large number of iteration times, the computational complexity is high.
rough the analysis of the PSO algorithm, the following defects are revealed:
(1) e initialization space which is equivalent to the whole solution space is too large. e randomly initialized particles are too scattered and are far away from the optimal solution. As a result, a relatively large number of particles and iteration times are needed for convergence.
(2) e evolutionary strategy is too simple, causing a long convergence process.
To overcome these defects and reduce computational complexity further, this paper proposes three general improvements of heuristic algorithms.
Improvements of Initialization Space.
According to the first defect, if we can find a value which is just near around the solution of SML, then all the particles are randomly initiated around this value. It can be predicted that less particles and less iteration times are needed for these particles to find the solution of SML. e computational complexity can be reduced consequently. erefore, the key problem is how to find such a value which is close to the solution of SML with extremely low computational complexity. Here, we provide two methods.
e First Method.
Apply the ESPRIT algorithm to the observed data Z to get the solution of ESPRIT, Θ ES . Although it is well known that the estimation accuracy of ESPRIT is much lower than that of SML, it is the fact that the solution of ESPRIT is near around the solution of SML.
Furthermore, the computational complexity of ESPRIT is extremely low because it can calculate the DOAs explicitly. erefore, the solution of ESPRIT provides a rather good initial value.
Note that the classic ESPRIT algorithm requires that all the signals are independent and the array configuration is uniform linear array. If there are coherent signals, the preprocessing techniques such as the spatial smoothing [24] or matrix reconstruction [25] method are needed. If the array configuration is not a uniform linear array, this method is not valid.
e Second Method.
is method provides a rough search DOA result, and it does not need to consider the array configuration. It is a hypothesis technique. Let L S (Θ (l) ) be a cost function of L S (Θ) in (5) where l is the assumed number of signals and Θ (l) � θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ l .
(1) Suppose that l � 1 and get the cost function L S (Θ (1) ).
Find θ 1 which minimizes L S (Θ (1) ).
(2) Suppose that l � 2 and θ 1 is fixed as calculated above.
Find θ 2 which minimizes L S (Θ (2) ). Note that the validity of this method was demonstrated in [7] which provides a rather good initial value for the AM (Altering Minimization) algorithm [7] . e AM algorithm is also an iterative technique for solving a nonlinear multidimensional minimization problem. It contains two parts. e first part is the initialization phase, which is the same as what we have presented above. e second part is the convergence phase. In the convergence phase, at each updating process, let one parameter be variable and let all other parameters be held fixed. Find the value of this variable parameter minimizing the criterion of the corresponding cost function by one-dimensional global search. Fix this value and then let another parameter be variable. Continue in this fashion until all the parameters are converged. e core idea of this algorithm is that in each updating process, this is the only parameter.
Simulation results show that this approach also provides a rather good initial value which is close to the solution of SML, and it does not need to consider coherent signals and array configuration. For consistency, we also name this rough search DOA value as Θ ES � θ es1 , θ es2 , . . . , θ esn .
After getting Θ ES , we define an empirical function as a "scale" to construct the initialization space: is "scale" is only related to SNR. It is smaller for the noncoherent case or when SNR is higher. at is because Θ ES is more close to the solution of SML when all the signals International Journal of Antennas and Propagation are independent or SNR is higher, which was well demonstrated in many literatures. e initialization space is then defined as a set of Θ in which
where SNR i is the SNR of the i − th signal. e best result of this improvement is that the initialization space is not too large and just contains the solution of SML. Note that even if the solution of SML is not included in the initialization space, it will not have any effect on the effectiveness of the algorithm. e validity of the improvement of the initialization space will be demonstrated in the section of simulation.
Improvement of Evolutionary Strategy.
Usually, one heuristic algorithm has one evolutionary strategy. As we have analyzed above, simple evolutionary strategy may result in a long convergence process. Here, we provide a fusion of the genetic algorithm and the PSO algorithm. e proposed algorithm combines the characteristics of cross-mutation of the genetic algorithm, and its particle is also affected by the local best position found by itself and the global best position found by the swarm. e proposed algorithm applied for SML estimation can be described as follows:
(1) Randomly initiate p particles in the initialization space.
is the position of the i − th particles.
(2) Let k denote the k-th iteration. Θ k i represents the i-th particle's position at the k-th iteration. Let F k i and G k be the local best solution found by the i − th particle and the global best solution found by all the p particles at the k-th iteration, respectively.
where L S (Θ) is the cost function of SML criteria defined in equation (5) . (3) e position of the i-th particle at the (k + 1)-th iteration is updated as follows:
where
V k i is the moving speed. w is the inertia factor. h 1 and h 2 are self-and swarm confidence factors, respectively. e 1 and e 2 are random value in (0, 1). Generally, w � 0.5, h 1 � h 2 � 2, e 1 � e 2 � 0.5, and V 0 i � 0.5. [22, 23] . (4) Select the best ⌊p/2⌋ particles from above. e smaller it makes the value of the cost function, the better its position. en, change the value of each direction of each particle into a binary code. (5) Randomly select two particles selected in step 4 (for example, A and B) to make a new particle (for example, C) as follows. To generate C, the crossover and mutation processes are necessary. e crossover process is like using a part of the binary code of one direction of A exchanges with the corresponding binary part of the same direction of B to generate the new direction of C. e mutation process is like that each binary bit of one direction of C can be changed to a new value (for example, 0 becomes 1) with a certain probability. Note that the crossover process is also probabilistic. Usually, the crossover and mutation probability are set to be 0.9 and 0.01, respectively. Use ⌊p/2⌋ particles to generate p particles under this way. en, change the binary code to the normal value (decimal). (6) Go to step 3 until the moving speed is zero or when the number of maximum iteration times is achieved.
Note that there are literatures discussing the value of parameters in GA and PSO algorithms [22, 23] . In order to make the paper more compact, these parts are omitted. Meanwhile, this proposed algorithm is just a fusion of GA and PSO, and its effectiveness can be demonstrated in simulations. Readers can try some other fusion of different heuristic algorithms.
Usage of Parallel Computing
Technologies. From the analysis above, it is clear that the most of the computational cost of heuristic algorithms focuses on the iteration part. Fortunately, this part is Single Program with Multiple Data (SPMD). erefore, parallel computing technologies can be used for heuristic algorithms. Although the parallel computing technology highly depending on the hardware of the system cannot reduce computational complexity, it can reduce the computation time, which is also important in real systems.
MATLAB supports a variety of parallel structures, including "parfor," "SPMD," and so on. Here, we recommend SPMD because it is more flexible. To be honest, this improvement is not a theoretical innovation, but it is very effective in practical calculation.
Simulations
In this section, the validity of three improvements of heuristic algorithms is demonstrated. ese improvements are general and independent to each other. ey can be used alone or together. e simulations are done using "Matlab" in an ordinary laptop. e signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is de ned as follows:
where s k (t) is the k − th signal and σ 2 is the power of noise. e root mean square error (RMSE) is de ned as
where θ k,l is the estimation of θ k at the l-th trial. M 100 is the Monte Carlo number. Note that in the simulation, the comparison of the computational complexity of each heuristic algorithm for SML estimation is based on the condition that all the algorithms converge to the same value (i.e., the RMSE for each algorithm is the same for a certain SNR); otherwise, it is meaningless to compare the computational complexity.
Validity of the Improvements of the Initialization Space.
e scenario is that m 4, n 2, SNR 0 dB, and N 100. e true DOA is − 15 degree and 20 degree. e array is a uniform linear array. Figure 2 shows the position of the true DOA, the solution of SML, and the results of method one ("solution of ES-PRIT") and method two ("rough search DOA") for both noncoherent (Figure 2(a) ) and coherent (Figure 2(b) ) cases. It is clear that both method one and method two provide rather good initial position because they are close enough to the solution of SML. Figure 3 (a) shows the "scale" function T(SNR) with the parameter SNR. It is an empirical function obtained through many experiments, and it is only related to SNR. It is smaller for the noncoherent case or when SNR is higher. at is because the result of method one or method two, Θ ES , is more close to the solution of SML when all the signals are independent (as Figure 2(a) shows) or SNR is higher. en, the initialization space is constructed. Since this initialization space is not large and is close to the solution of SML, less particles are needed. As Figure 3 (b) shows, only 5 particles are initiated and they are close enough to the solution of SML.
In Table 2 , improved PSO and improved GA represent the PSO and GA algorithms using the improvement of the initialization space. e scenario is the same as Figure 2 (a). From Table 2 , it can be seen that after using the improvement of the initialization space, both the number of initial particles and the average iteration times are greatly reduced.
at is because the initial particles are already close enough to the solution of SML, so the convergence process is quick. As a result, the computational complexity (calculating time) can be reduced greatly.
Similar simulation results can be observed for other scenarios. e validity of the improvement of the initialization space is proved. Furthermore, it is a general technique which can be used for other population-based heuristic algorithms.
Validity of the Improvements of Evolutionary Strategy.
In Tables 3 and 4 , "proposed-F" represents the algorithm proposed in Section 3.2 whose evolutionary strategy is the fusion of GA and PSO. In Table 3 , the scenario is the same as Figure 2 (a), while in Table 4 , the scenarios are the same as Figure 2 (b). International Journal of Antennas and Propagation e "proposed-F" algorithm combines the characteristics of cross-mutation of the genetic algorithm, and its particle is also a ected by the local best position found by itself and the global best position found by the swarm. erefore, this algorithm inherits the advantages of both GA and PSO. From Tables 3 and 4 , it can be seen that the number of average iteration times is much less (about two-thirds) than that of the original GA and PSO for the same initial particles. As a result, the computational complexity is reduced. Similar simulation results can be observed for other scenarios.
Validity of Parallel Computing Technology.
In the simulation, we use SPMD provided in Matlab for parallel computing with a four-core computer. erefore, in SPMD, the number of workers is four. In Table 5 , the scenario is the same as Figure 2 (a). "P-PSO" and "P-GA" represent the PSO and the GA algorithm using parallel computing, respectively. From Table 5 , it can be seen that for a 4-core parallel computing, the calculating time is about a half of the original one. Obviously parallel computing is e ective.
Note that the three improvements aforementioned are independent to each other. At last, we do simulation using all the three improvements at the same time. In Table 6 , the scenario is the same as Figure 2 (a). e "Proposed" represents the algorithm using all the three improvements. It is clear that the calculating time is greatly reduced which is about one-thirty of the original PSO algorithm. e computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is even comparable to that of MUSIC. erefore, the proposed improvements of heuristic algorithms have great practical value in real systems. International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 7
Conclusion
is paper proposes three general improvements of heuristic algorithms, i.e., the optimization of the initialization space, the improvement of evolutionary strategies, and the usage of parallel computing techniques and took them for SML estimation of DOA as examples. e first improvement can greatly reduce the number of particles and iterative times. e second improvement fuses the evolutionary strategies of different algorithms so that the convergence process would accelerate. e third improvement is not a theoretical innovation but it is useful in real calculation. e contribution of this paper is that these improvements of heuristic algorithms are general and independent. ey can be applied to different population-based heuristic algorithms for different nonlinear multi-dimensional optimization problems. Simulation results show that these improvements are of great practical value in real systems. 
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